This paper studies MMSE estimation on the basis of quanti zed noisy observations. It presents non asymptotic bounds on MM SE regret due to quantization for two settings: (1) estimation of a scalar random variable given a quantized vector of n conditionally independent observations, and (2) estimation of a p-dimensional random vector given a quantized vector of n observations (not necessarily independent) when the full MMSE estimator has a subgaussian concentration property.
The main message of the above works is that the problem of quantizer design for minimum MMSE regret is afunctional compression problem: the compressed representation of X should retain as much information as possible about the conditional mean 7](X) � lE[YIX] of the target Y given X, also known as the regression function. However, there is an interesting tension between the information-theoretic and the statistical aspects of the problem: if the MMSE without quan tization is sufficiently small, then the dominant contribution to the quantized MMSE should come from the quantization error; in the opposite regime of high-rate quantization, the quantized MMSE should not differ much from its unquantized counterpart.
In this paper, we study both the statistical and the functional compression aspects of MMSE estimation with quantized observation. In particular, we obtain sharp upper bounds on the MMSE regret in two scenarios:
• MMSE estimation of a scalar random variable Y, where the vector X = (Xl"'" X n ) of conditionally i.i.d. observations is passed through a k-ary vector quantizer. In this setting, under mild regularity conditions on the conditional distribution Px llY' we obtain nonasymptotic bounds on the MMSE regret. These bounds exhibit two distinct behaviors depending on whether the number of observations n is larger than the square of the codebook size k 2 . In the asymptotic regime of n, k -+ 00, we recover an existing result of Samarov and Has'minskii [6] , who were the first to address this problem.
• MMSE estimation of a p-dimensional random vector Y when the n-dimensional vector of observations X (not necessarily independent) is passed through a k-ary VQ. In this setting, we derive an upper bound on the MMSE regret under the assumption that the £ 2 norm of the regression function exhibits subgaussian concentration around its expected value lEll7](X) II. Unlike some of the existing literature on high-resolution quantization for functional compression (e.g., [4] ), we do not require smoothness of 7](X).
. The set of all k-ary reconstruction functions on JR d will be denoted by R�. Any finite set of points C = {C l, ... , Ck} C JR d defines a quantizer qc E Q� and a reconstruction function fc E R� by qc( v) = argmi n I l v -cjl l, 'Vu E JR d JE r k ] and fc( j) = Cj for all j E [k]. The composite mapping qc � fc 0 qc : JR d ---+ JR d is called a k-point nearest-neighbor quantizer with codebook C. A well-known result is that, for any random vector V with lEI I VI 1 2 < 00, i nf i nf lEl l V -f(q( V))1 1 2 = inf lEl l V -qc( V)1 1 2 , fER� qEQ�
CCll� d: I CI = k and the infimum is actually a minimum. We refer the reader to the survey article by Gray and Neuhoff [5] for more details.
We use the following asymptotic order notation: for two se This problem can be cast as one-shot fixed-rate lossy coding of Y with squared-error distortion when the encoder only has access to X (see, e.g., [2], [3] ). We recall some known results that explicitly involve the regression function 1 ](X). The first one, due to Wolf and Ziv [2] , is a useful decomposition of mmsek( PXY) : (1) is the MMSE regret due to quantization. The second result, which was proved by Ephraim and Gray [3] for a more general class of weighted quadratic distortion functions, shows that there is no loss of optimality if we restrict our attention to schemes of the following type: given X, we first compute the regression function 1 ]( X), quantize it using a k-ary quantizer, and then estimate Y by its conditional mean given the cell index of X.
We now consider the situation when the coordinates Xl, ... ,Xn of X are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) conditionally on Y. To keep things simple, we consider the case when Y is a scalar random variable (i.e., p = 1), and its marginal distribution Py has a probability density function fy supported on a compact interval Y = [-A, A]. In the asymptotic regime as k ---+ 00 and n ---+ 00, this setting was investigated by Samarov and Has'minskii [6] , who showed the following under mild regularity conditions: where I ( y ) is the Fisher information in the conditional distribution PX, I Y =y [9] (see below for definitions).
The proofs in [6] rely on the deep result, commonly referred to as the Bernstein-von Mises theorem, which says that the pos terior distribution of the normalized error vnI( Y) ( 1 ] 
is asymptotically standard normal (see, e.g., [10, Sec. 10.2]).
In this section, we establish a finite n, finite k version of the results of Samarov-Has'minskii using a recent nonasymptotic generalization of the Bemstein-von Mises theorem due to Spokoiny [11] . Our result requires a number of regularity assumptions. The first two are standard:
(C.1) The conditional distributions PX, l y =y , y E Y, are dominated by a common a-finite measure JL on the real line. The corresponding log-density
is twice differentiable in y for every u. We will denote the first and second derivatives with respect to y by 8 and 82.
(C.2) For each yE Y, the Fisher information [12] 
exists and is positive.
The remaining assumptions (see [13, Sec. 5.1] ) are slightly stronger than the classical ones. For each r > 0, define the local neighborhoods Nr(y) £ {y' E Y: J I( y)ly' -yl ::; r } .
The regularity assumptions can be split into two groups: identifiability conditions and exponential moment conditions. We start with the former: 
In the additive Gaussian noise case, the bound (3) becomes l IE 1 1 ]( X) -qc( 1 ]( X))1 2 -lE I Y -qC( Y)1 2 1 ::; L�2 min {I, � : Vn }, where (7 2 is the noise variance.
Proof The idea of the proof of our nonasymptotic result is actually rather simple, unlike that of Samarov and Has'minskii [6] , which requires a number of delicate asymp totic approximations and several fairly tedious integrations. Then there exists a choice L = Lo that depends only on the constants in the regularity conditions, such that (6) where An( Y) == A�o ( Y), and C > 0 is an absolute constant [11, (7) n where (a) follows from the triangle inequality, (b) from (6) and Cauchy-Schwarz, and (c) again from the triangle inequality. -Y nI(Y)
Substituting these estimates into (7) gives 
Remark 2. Using the information inequality [9] mmse( PXY) 2 �IE [ I( � ) ] Proof Let C* = { Y i, ... ,yk} be the reconstruction points of an optimal k-point quantizer for Y arranged in increasing order. From the work of Panter and Dite [7] , we know that these points should be chosen in such a way that lY1+1 jy ( y ) 1 / 3 d y = C j {" jy ( y ) 1 / 3 d y, y* k } y J for all j = 0, 1, ... ,k -1, where C j = 1/ 2 for j = 0 and 1 otherwise. Therefore, �c * =S Ilk. Using this and the definition of the MMSE regret in (3), we get (8) .
• Observe that the value of the right-hand side of (8) is determined by whether the number of observations n is larger or smaller than k 2 • This agrees with the asymptotic results of Samarov and Has'minskii [6] .
IV. A HIGH-RESOLUTION BOUND FOR FUNCTIONAL COMPRESSION
We now consider a general setting of p-dimensional Y and n-dimensional X without any conditional independence assumptions. Instead, we focus on the scaling of the MMSE regret r egk ( PXY) with k, while the values of n and p stay fixed. Proposition 1 shows that the MMSE regret is precisely the minimum expected distortion attainable by k-ary quan tization of X in the problem of functional compression of the regression function ry ( X). The results we present in this section require only some regularity assumptions on the £ 2 norm I l ry ( X)I I : Assumption 1. The random variable I l ry ( X) 1 1 has a finite fourth moment: IEl l ry ( X)1 1 4 < 00 . Assumption 2. The random variable I l ry (X) 1 1 is subgaussian:
there exists a positive constant v > 0, such that log lE [ e A (I I 1 J ( X ll l -IE I I 1 J ( X ll l l] ::; V � 2 , \f ).. E 1Ft. One sufficient condition for Assumption 1 to hold is for I I YI I to have a finite fourth moment. Indeed, in that case, using Jensen's inequality, we have IEl l ry ( X)1 1 4 = IEI I IE[ YI Xl I 1 4 ::; IEI I Y 1 1 4 < 00. As for Assumption 2, it will be met, for example, if the regression function ry is Lipschitz, i.e., if there exists some finite constant L > 0, such that I l ry ( x) -ry ( x' )1 1 ::; L l l x -x'l l, \f x, x' E lR n and if X is a Gaussian random vector with a nonsingular covariance matrix [14] .
Theorem 2. Suppose Assumption 1 holds. Then r egk( PXY) =S ( IEl l ry ( X)1 1 2 1E1 I ry ( X)1 1 4 ) 2 / 3 k -2/ 3 P. (9) If Assumption 2 also holds, then r egk( PXY) =S inf {r 2 k -2/ P + JlE l l ry ( X)1 1 4e -( r -IE I I 1 J ( X ll l l2/ 4 V} . r>IEI I 1 J ( X ll l (10) Remark 3. Here, p can be replaced by a suitable intrinsic dimension of the support of 1](X) (e.g., the rate-distortion di mension [15] ). For example, if 1](X) is linear, i.e., lE[ Y IX] = AX for some deterministic matrix A E lRP x n, then we can replace p by rank(A). Moreover, using a suboptimal value of r, we can weaken the bound in (l0) to log k regk (PX y ) :5 k 2 / p' where the hidden constant depends on p, on the first and fourth moments of 111](X) 11 , and on the subgaussian constant v. Apart from the logarithmic factor, this scaling of the MMSE regret agrees with the high-resolution approximation for VQ [5] and with the Shannon lower bound [15] , [16] .
Proof From Assumption 1 and from Jensen's inequality, it follows that the first and second moments of 111](X)11 are also finite.
Fix a positive real constant r > 0, which will be optimized later. A simple volumetric estimate shows that the p2 ball of radius r in lRP can be covered by at most ( 1 + -¥) P balls of radius E. SO, for a given k E Z + , we can cover the radius-r ball by k balls of radius E ::=:: rk -1 / p• Let { y; } f=l be the centers of these k balls. We now construct a quantizer q (r) E Q� + l as follows: where the first line is by Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and the remaining steps follow from monotonicity and convexity. By Markov's inequality, Therefore, regk + l(PXY) � lEll1J(X) -lE [1] (X)lq (r) ]11 2 ::=:: r2k -2 / p + VlEll1](X)112lEll1](X)114 r Optimizing over all r > 0, we get (9) . Now suppose Assump tion 2 also holds. Let r = lEll1](X) 11 + t for some t > O. Since 111](X) 11 is subgaussian, the Chemoff bounding technique gives IP' [111](X)11 > r ] = IP' [111](X)11 -lEll1](X)11 > t ] � e-t2 / 2 v = e-( r -IEII1) ( X ) II ) 2/ 2 v (see, e.g., [14, Chap. 3] ). Thus, we have regk + l (PXY) � lEll1](X) -lE [1] (X)lq (r) ]11 2 ::=:: r2k -2 / p + vlEll1](X)114 e-(r -IEII1) ( X ) II ) 2/ 4 V . for all r > lEll1](X)II . Optimizing over r, we get (10).
•
